ABSTRACT The development of cognitive radio and radar electronic reconnaissance has put forward an important demand for improving the recognition ability of modulated signals in complex electromagnetic environment. In this paper, we propose a valid radar signal modulation recognition technology under low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The recognition technology can recognize 12 different modulation signals, including Costas, LFM, NLFM, BPSK, P1-P4, and T1-T4 codes. First, we propose the image fusion algorithm of non-multi-scale decomposition to fuse images of a single signal with different time-frequency (T-F) methods. Specifically, weights are designed by the principal component analysis, which could combine significative details of T-F images. Second, we adopt transfer learning-based convolutional neural networks and self-training-based stacked autoencoder, which extract the effective information on fusion image, furthermore guarantee the recognition performance. Moreover, multi-feature fusion algorithm is used to fuse features, which reduces redundant information on features and enhances computing efficiency. Finally, the classifier is performed by a classical algorithm called support vector machine. Simulation results show that the average recognition success rate is 95.5% at SNR of −6dB. It is testified that proposed recognition technology possesses good robustness and superiority in RSR with a wide range of SNR.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, electronic warfare plays a vital role in the battlefield [1] . Radar signal modulation recognition is an important link to electronic reconnaissance, which becomes a decisive factor in electronic warfare [2] , [3] . Many scholars have devoted themselves to the research of radar signal modulation recognition. They try to seek an effective and useful method to ensure the recognition success rate.
Radar signal feature extraction is a key component of signals modulation identification. Traditional method of modulation identification relies on five conventional parameters [4] . With the increasing complexity of radar signal modulation type, traditional feature extraction methods are invalid. Therefore, scholars work on extracting features of modern radar signals. Zhang et al. [5] , proposes a frequency estimator to obtain instantaneous frequency characteristics of BFSK, QAM and PSK signals, and realizes three radar signals modulation recognitions. But, this method has some selectivity for the signal type. Yong et al. [6] extract the signal statistics, accumulation, fourier wavelet transform and other features, which realize the modulation recognition of five commercial waveforms and three military waveforms. However, with the advent of complex radar, the method of extracting the traditional radar signals features of time domain and frequency domain has been ineffective, and then the method based on time-frequency (T-F) image features of signals has gradually developed. Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) has better T-F aggregation, which is vulnerable to cross term interference [7] . Research in [8] shows that the corresponding reduced interference distribution (RID) can be obtained by adding different kernel functions to WVD. RID is a part of the Cohen's distribution. And different types of window functions are used as kernel functions to filter out interference, which enhances the resolution of the T-F image and reduces the cross terms [9] . However, the results of RID with a single kernel function cannot fully interpret radar signals. Hence, the image-fusion technique proposed in [10] and [11] is applied to combine the various details of radar signal's T-F images. And then, more richer and comprehensive information of fused images is obtained.
In terms of the extraction of T-F image features, Lunden and Koivunen [12] proposed a large number of potential features based on CWD in 2007. Eight low probability of intercept (LPI) radar signals are automatically identified according to the multi-layer perception. And the RSR reaches to 98% when the SNR is 6dB. It is necessary to manually design and extract feature, because the usual shallow features are extracted with poor adaptability. Therefore, how to extract features of images which are conducive to signal recognition becomes a challenging issue. Reference [13] proposed the concept of deep learning, which imitates the deep structure of the brain and forms a more abstract and more efficient highlevel representation by combining the underlying features. In recent years, deep learning [14] , [15] has been widely used in the field of signal processing, including images, speech and text. In addition, the work in [16] used the AlexNet which wins the championship in the ILSVRC competition to perform gesture recognition and obtained good results. But for radar signals, it is not possible to build a large and complete sample library like other databases. Transfer learning [17] uses existing knowledge or models to solve problems in different but interrelated fields, which provides new ideas for the study of machine learning and deep learning. However, the AlexNet based on transfer learning does not start to train from scratch, but starts to learn new tasks based on the trained network parameters in the ImageNet data set. And the obtained features are not the essential features of the image. Moreover, AutoEncoder(AE) has been widely used in hyperspectral images recognition [18] , mechanical fault diagnosis [19] , medical image detection [20] . And all of them have achieved good results. AlexNet and AE are sensitive to the modulation modes of radar signals. And the work in [21] proposed the idea of multi-feature dimension reduction and fusion in scene classification, which not only removes the useless information about classification decision-making, but also improves the recognition accuracy. In view of this, the idea of feature fusion can be introduced to compensate for the defects of different feature extractors, which can eliminate redundant information and reduce the computational complexity.
In this paper, a radar signal modulation recognition technology is proposed. Recognizable signal modulations contain Costas, LFM, NLFM, BPSK, P1-P4, and T1-T4 codes. The classifier is SVM algorithm. AlexNet based on transfer learning and SAE are used as feature extractors to mine the essential features of images. The extracted image features are derived from the fused RID images of signals. In addition, the high-dimensional features extracted by different feature extractors are used for serial fusion processing after feature selection, and the redundant information is removed, which provides an effective basis of the recognition of signals modulation. Compared with the previous works, this system has a higher RSR and less training time for the low SNR environments. Monte Carlo simulation results show that the recognition system is suitable for a wide range of SNR of different signals modulation types.
The major contributions to this paper are list as follows: 1) Propose a recognition technology based on image fusion and multi-feature fusion.
2) The recognition technology can identify twelve different radar signal modulation types, which has certain generalization. 3) Different T-F images and features of different attributes are fused to make the recognition effect more reliable. 4) Two feature extractors (AlexNet based on transfer learning and SAE based on self-learning) are proposed, which solve the T-F images feature extraction in the case of small samples of radar signals. The structure of this paper is organized as follows: Section II mainly introduces the radar signal model and the structure of the system. And we introduce the signal preprocessing in section III. After that, feature extraction based on fusion algorithm is introduced in section IV. Section V describes the classifier. Section VI shows the simulation results. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in section VII.
II. SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND SIGNAL MODEL
In this section, the recognition system is employed to identify the intercepted radar signals' modulation. And definition of twelve radar signals proposed in this paper.
A. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The recognition system consists of four parts: signal preprocessing, feature extraction, fusion and classification. Fig.1 indicates the structure of the recognition system. First of all, using the RID of different kernel functions to analyze the intercepted signals and obtain the corresponding T-F images. Besides, T-F images are fused by image fusion algorithm, and the PCA is used to determine weights, furthermore, more comprehensive image detail information are obtained. The AlexNet based on transfer learning and SAE based on self-learning are selected as feature extractors to extract the deep features of the images. And then the features extracted by different feature extractors are separately processed with dimension reduction algorithm to remove redundant information that is useless at decision. In addition, serial fusing algorithm is applied to enhance the recognition performance. Finally, SVM is used to recognize the modulation of the radar signals.
B. SIGNAL MODEL
In this section, the radar signal is disturbed by additive white Gaussian noise, and the intercepted signal can be expressed as follows [22] :
where, s(k) represents radar signal and m(k) is white Gaussian noise. Besides, A is amplitude, we suppose A =1. φ(k) is the instantaneous phase of the radar signal. Modulations of the twelve radar signal are as follows: Costas, LFM, NLFM, BPSK, P1-P4, T1-T4 codes. The instantaneous phase of the radar signal with different modulation types is given in Table 1 , where f c represents carrier frequency [23] . As for Costas code, frequency sequence denoted as f s . As for LFM, µ is the frequency modulation frequency. Besides, as for NLFM, a 1 = −(16 + 16rand) × 10 −6 , a 2 = −2a 1 /τ , and τ refers to pulse width. θ is the initial phase of the BPSK. And M represents phase control parameter of P1 and P2 codes. As for P3 and P4 codes, pulse compression ratio denoted as N c . In terms of polytime codes, n is the phase state number. m and T respectively represent the number of segments and coding duration of T1 and T2 codes. As for T3 and T4 codes, the parameter modulation period is denoted as t m , and F refers to modulation bandwidth.
III. SIGNAL PREPROCESSING A. REDUCED INTERFERENCE DISTRIBUTION (RID)
RID is a part of the Cohen's distribution [7] . The RID is defined as follows:
where t, ω are time and frequency axis respectively, and h(t) is window function. In this paper, bessel window, binomial window, hanning window and triangle window are selected to construct the 2-D low-pass filters as the RID's kernel functions. The kernel function's expression is as follows:
By analyzing (2), the discrete fourier transform (DFT) is adopted in the T-F transform processing. Therefore, in order to speed up the calculation speed, the work in [24] recommends that the number of the sampling is the power of two, and we calculates RID based on fast fourier transformation (FFT). In this paper, FFT of 1024 sampling points are used, and if the sequence length is less than 1024, it is padded with zeros. The T-F images fusion results of RID with different kernel functions about P1-P4 codes of radar signals are displayed in Fig.2 .
B. T-F IMAGE FUSION
In this part, image fusion algorithm of non-multi-scale decomposition [25] is used to fuse the source image. And we apply the principal component analysis (PCA) to determine the weight coefficients of the fusion algorithm, furthermore, the mutual correlation and redundancy of each source image are reduced to improve the fusion image effects.
The object of image fusion is four T-F images obtained by the RID with different kernel functions. There is no image enhancement, image registration and other pre-processing. Besides, the correlation of pixels is not considered. And then, the pixels corresponding of different channels are respectively weighted fusion. Finally, fusion image is obtained. Here, we denote T-F images to be fused as H U i , i = 1, 2, ···, r, the size is p = S × N . F represents the fused T-F image. U = {1, 2, 3} respectively represent the image RGB three channels. The algorithm is organized as follows:
1) Write the T-F source images as a vector h i with dimension of p × 1. The data matrix X U which is constructed from the source image as follows
2) Calculate the covariance matrix C U of the data matrix X U , where,
U is the variance of the image,x U i is the average gray value of the corresponding channel of the ith source image, andx U j is the average gray value of the corresponding channel of the jth source image. So,we have
. (6) 3) Calculate the eigenvalues λ U i and the corresponding eigenvectors U i , i = 1, 2, ..., r of the covariance matrix C U through the characteristic equation
where, I is the identity matrix. 4) Determine the weighting coefficient
5) Obtain the final fusion image
This process can be described by algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Image Fusion Algorithm for Determining Weight Coefficient by PCA
Require:
Besides, the T-F images fusion results of RID with different kernel functions about twelve radar signals are displayed in Fig.3 .
The mutual information between the two images is:
where, h H,F (i, j) is the normalized joint grayscale histogram of the source image H and the fused image F, h H (i) and h F (j) is the edge histogram of the two images, and L is the grayscale series, U = {1, 2, 3} respectively representing the three channels of the image RGB. The entropy of the image is a measure of the average amount of information in the image, defined as:
where, for a single image, the gray value of its pixel value can be considered as a mutually independent sample, p(i) is the distribution probability of the gray scale i and its range is Table 2 compares the evaluation indexes of T4 code's T-F figures with different fusion algorithms. Comparing to the average weighted image fusion algorithm for nonmulti-scale decomposition, the image fusion algorithm using the PCA to determine the weight coefficients improves the mutual information and the entropy value of the fusion figures , correspondingly, the effect of fusion is also improved. 
IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction is an essential part of the recognition system. Advantageous features have favorable characteristics of intra-class aggregation and inter-class separation, which can effectively improve the recognition effect. In the following 
part, in order to extract the essential features of the signal T-F image, we select the deep network to extract deep features. The selected feature extractors are respectively the AlexNet based on transfer learning and the Stacked AutoEncoder (SAE) based on self-learning.
A. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK BASED ON TRANSFER LEARNING
The features extracted by deep network have similarity and inheritance [26] . In order to solve the problem that small samples unable to extract features using deep networks, we extract features with the AlexNet based on transfer learning. The structure of the AlexNet shown in Table 3 . The structure of the AlexNet can be described in a sequence of functions as Conv represents the convolution layer, ReLU is the rectified linear unit, which applied to each layer of the AlexNet, MaxPooling is the pooling layer, FC is the full-connection layer, besides, drop is the dropout layer.
And then the training process of network mainly includes two stages, forward propagation and back propagation. Extract a number of training samples(F, Y P ) according to a certain ratio and input them into the initialized network. The convolution kernel convolution is used to obtain the output characteristics of the convolutional layer. The calculation formula is as follows:
where, M j represents the input training sample set, and F l j represents the feature figure of the lth layer. The symbol * represents the convolution process, K l ij represents the convolution kernel connected by the ith feature figure in the (l −1)th layer, and the b l j represents the bias of the lth layer. Besides, f (·) represents the nonlinear activation function.
The pooling layer samples the convolution result, and the formula is:
where, down(·) represents the pooling process, β l j is the weight of the lth layer, and b l j is the offset of the lth layer. The pooling process takes the maximum of adjacent feature maps to reduce the feature map by a factor of four. The actual output of the sample can be calculated by (11) and (12) . Assuming that the current layer is lth layer, Q P is the actual output of the sample. The residual δ l between the actual output and the label Y P corresponding to the training sample is expressed as follows:
The parameters of each layer can be adjusted according to the residual between the actual output Q P and the label Y P of the training samples. And then, the back propagation process of the network can be completed. Fig.4 shows the feature extraction process of the AlexNet based on transfer learning. The specific steps are as follows: 
B. SELF TRAINING NETWORK
In the process of extracting features based on transfer learning, which reduces the time cost and complexity of training, but, the extraction is not the essential features of T-F image. Therefore, we select the SAE as the feature extractor to extract features. The SAE mainly realizes the identity process of h w,b (x) ≈ x, we through the output value is as close as possible to the input value to train and adjust its parameters, and finally obtain the weights in each layer of the network. Fig.5 is the model of the automatic encoder (AE). Between the input layer and the hidden layer is a coding process f θ , besides, between the hidden layer and the output layer is a decoding process g θ . The training process of the network is as follows:
x (i) is a given untagged data set.
For each individual training data x (i) , after the first layer of encoder training, the hidden layer will have a feature expression of the output value a (i) :
where θ = (W , b) is the network parameter between the input layer and the hidden layer, W and b represent weight matrix and offset vector of the first layer encoder network, respectively. f (z) is an activation function, which is usually a sigmoid function.
Feature representation a (i) of the hidden layer through the second layer decoder network training, the output layer can obtain the reconstruction function h w,b (x),
where, θ = (W , b ), W and b are the weight matrix and offset vector between the hidden layer and the output layer, respectively, and W is the transpose of the W . For a single sample data, its cost function defined as:
For a given data set which containing m samples, the overall cost function is shown as follows:
where, n l represents the number of the network layers, W ji
is the weight between the ith neuron of the l layer and the jth neuron of the l + 1 layer, s l represents the number of neurons in the l layer, and λ is the weight decay parameter. Usually, the calculation of weight attenuation does not use the bias term, and the value of the bias term is generally zero. SAE is composed of multi-layer AE. The output of the former layer serves as the input of the subsequent layer. SAE contains two hidden layers, which is shown in Fig.6 . The training process of SAE is as follows: 1) Through the layer-by-layer greedy training method to train each layer of the network, and then entire deep neural network is pre-trained.
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2) According to the network parameters obtained by the layer-by-layer greedy training, the input is forwardpropagated. And then, the classifier parameters are fine-tuned by the output error of the classifier. The residuals are back-propagated so as to adjust the weights and bias of the hidden layers. 3) Global optimal parameters of the network are obtained through repeated iteration. The process can be described by algorithm 2, where, h j (1) represents first-order features, h j (2) represents secondorder features, α is learning rate, and y is classification type.
Algorithm 2 Stacked AutoEncoder Training Process
update
4:
+ b);
+ b); 7: end for 8: initialize x,W l ji ,α 9: while J (W , b) > min{J (W , b)} do 10: for each l =1 : 3 do 
end for 17: end while In order to extract effective image features from T-F images, we pre-process the T-F images and adjust the dimension suitable for SAE [27] . The specific operations are as follows:
1) Convert the fused T-F images into a gray images between [0, 1], denoted as
2) Set the initial threshold T , and use the initial threshold T to divide the T-F images into two parts, the pixel points greater than or equal to T are divided into G 1 , and the pixel points less than or equal to are divided into G 2
3) Calculate the average gray value µ 1 , µ 2 of the G 1 and the G 2 , respectively, and update the threshold T as the average of µ 1 , µ 2
4) Repeat the second and third steps until the two sets of average gray values do not change, and calculate the binary image B(x, y)
5) Crop the binary image to size of 28 × 28.
6) The cropped image is used as the input of the SAE to extract image features Fea 2 .
C. MULTI-FEATURE FUSION
In this section, the feature fusion is divided into two steps. Firstly, we apply the probabilistic principal component analysis to reduce the dimensionality of the high-dimensional features, which are extracted by different feature extractors. Then, we use the serial fusion method for feature fusion. Probabilistic principal component analysis [28] is described as follows:
Given a d dimension vector x, assume that the vector x satisfies the following model relationships:
where, y is the hidden variable with the dimension
x i /N is the sample mean, ε is the noise vector, and
I is the unit matrix. The vector x obtained by the (23) obeys the following Gaussian distribution:
In order to get the W and the σ 2 of the model, we use the maximum expectation algorithm to estimate and then iterative formula is derived as follows:
where, S is the covariance matrix of the sample data. C = WW T +σ 2 I d . After obtaining the unknown parameters, the data after dimension reduction can be obtained:
where, t i = W T (x i −µ). The number of principal components ofx can be determined by the cumulative variance contribution rate, and generally the cumulative variance contribution rate is not less than 80%. And then, we normalize the obtained features so that the data features are located in [0.0, 1.0]. The formula to achieve normalization is as follows:
In this part, firstly, we use the probabilistic principal component dimension reduction algorithm to reduce the dimension of the Fea 1 Maximum expectation algorithm;
3: 
V. CLASSIFIER
The SVM is a classification technique based on the structural risk minimization principle, and having high generalization ability. It can effectively address the problem of constructing high-dimensional data model with limited samples. Meanwhile, it has the advantages of convergence to global optimum and dimension insensitivity. And the sample set of SVM has certain robustness. Hence, in the case of small samples, we choose SVM as a classifier.
The SVM [29] transforms the input vector into the high-dimensional feature space through nonlinear mapping, constructs the optimal classification hyperplane in the high-dimensional feature space, and then achieves the purpose of classifying samples of the high-dimensional feature space.
The kernel function K (d i , y i ) is introduced according to the funvtional, which establishes the equation
, and then we obtain the objective function:
where, w is the normal vector of the hyperplane, C > 0 is the penalty factor of the misclassified sample, ξ i is the slack variable, and γ ∈ R is the threshold. With the same way as linear classification, dual transformation of (29) can be obtained as follows:
The final decision function is:
In this section, we select the radial basis function (RBF) as kernel function. The recognition process of SVM can be described by algorithm 4. 
Algorithm 4 Support Vector Machine Recognition Process

Require
Find the optimal hyperplane←Parameter optimization; 5: return Categories
VI. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we create radar signal simulation data of different modulation types, and then verify the performance of the proposed signal recognition system by recognizing the signal modulations under different SNRs. Besides, we detect the robustness of the system. The working environment of the radar signal recognition system is very complicated. Therefore, in the signal generate process, the generated signal length is an uncertain value. Here, the sampling point of the signal is set between 512 and 1024. In addition, we assume that the signal is disturbed by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) environments, and the SNR is defined as the ratio of signal to noise SNR = 10log 10 (σ 2 s )/(σ 2 ε ), where, σ 2 s is the variance of the signal, σ 2 ε is the variance of the white Gaussian noise. U ( ) denoted as a uniform frequency, f c = U (f c /f s ) is the signal uniform carrier frequency. During the simulation, we set the SNR in the range of −6dB to 4dB with the step of 2dB. Six hundred groups are provided for every type of signal modulation, from which 70% of group data are used for training and 30% for testing. In addition, for the purpose of universality with the simulation results, the simulation results of this paper are obtained by 1000 Monte Carlo experiments. And detailed parameter setting for signals is shown in Table 4 .
A. IMAGE FUSION SIMULATION ANALYSIS
In this part, we analyze the influence of image fusion module on recognition success rate (RSR) under different SNR. Firstly, we use AlexNet based on transfer learning to extract the features of unfused and fused T-F images, respectively. And then, we use SVM to recognize the signals. The recognition results are shown in Fig.7 . Secondly, we use SAE based on self-learning to do the same operation for unfused and fused T-F images, and the recognition results are shown in Fig.8 . Fig.8 plot the impact of image fusion on RSR with different SNR. In this section, we respectively select bessel window, binomial window, hanning window and triangle window as kernel functions of RID. And unfused T-F images come from RID with different kernel functions. As shown in Fig.7 , we can see that the RSR of fused T-F images has a significant improvement, when compared with unfused T-F images. Specifically, when SNR is less than −2dB, the RSR increases by about 9%. When SNR is higher than −2dB, the RSR is still better than the former. Similarly, As shown in Fig.8 , comparing with unfused T-F images, the RSR of fused T-F images increases by about 13% when the SNR is −4dB. Besides, the RSR is still better than the former when SNR is no less than −2dB.
As shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8 , the RSR increases significantly with the increasing of SNR when SNR is lower than −2dB. The RSR is substantially retained when SNR is greater than −2dB. It can be inferred that fusion of different T-F images enriches the details of the image, improves the amount of information of the fusion image, and thus improves the performance of the recognition system. In addition, selflearning based SAE extracts essential features of the image and transfer learning based AlexNet does not start training from scratch. When comparing Fig.7 and Fig.8 , it can be concluded that RSR of Fig.8 is overall superior to that of Fig.7 .
B. SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF MULTI-FEATURE FUSION
In this section, we analyze the influence of multi-feature fusion, which extracted features by SAE based on selflearning and AlexNet based on transfer learning, respectively. The simulation results are shown in Fig.9, Fig.10 and Fig.11 . As shown in Fig.9 , BPSK, Costas, LFM and NLFM codes can be well recognized. As far as polyphase codes are concerned, T-F images of P1 and P4 codes are similar, so misjudgments may occur in the recognition process. As far as multi-time codes are concerned, T-F images of T1, T2 and T3 codes also have some similarities. Hence, the overall RSR will decrease when SAE is used to extract image features for recognition. Similarly, as shown in Fig.10 , AlexNet can effectively recognize BPSK, Costas, LFM NLFM codes and multi-time codes. On the contrary, due to the similarity of T-F images of P1, P3 and P4 codes, AlexNet cannot recognize multi-phase codes. By comparing Fig.9 and Fig.10 , we can see that the RSR of P1-P4 code based on SAE is obviously higher than that of AlexNet based on transfer learning to P1-P4 when the SNR is −2dB. On the contrary, for the T1-T4 code, the AlexNet based on transfer learning can obtain higher RSR than SAE. Fig.11 plots the impact of feature fusion on RSR with different SNRs. In this figure, with the increase of SNR, the RSR increases gradually. When SNR is greater than 0dB, the RSR does not obviously increase with the increase of SNR, and tends to be flat. In addition, the RSR of using SAE is higher when compared with the AlexNet bases on transfer learning. It verifies that SAE based on self-training extracts essential features of images. And then, combined with confusion matrices of Fig.9 and Fig.10 , it shows that the recognition system proposed in this paper performs feature fusion processing on the features extracted by SAE and AlexNet, which reduces the computational complexity and effectively improves the RSR. 
C. EXPERIMENT WITH SNR
In this section, we mainly analyze the RSR of different radar signal modulation types with a wide range of SNR. The recognition systems proposed in [12] , [22] , and [30] have certain universality, therefore, the recognition results of this paper are compared with [12] , [22] , and [30] . The simulation results are presented in Fig.12 and Fig.13 . Fig.12 shows the comparison results of RSR among systems proposed by this paper, reference [12] , reference [22] and reference [30] at different SNRs. When the SNR is higher than 0dB, the RSRs of all signals are more than 90%, which is significantly improved when compared with the RSR in [12] , [22] , and [30] . In detail, for BPSK, Costas and NLFM, the four RSRs almost have similar results, and all of them show good results. For LFM, P2 and P3, the RSR of this paper is likewise higher than the other three systems, especially when SNR < 0dB, our system has excellent RSR. For P1 and P4 codes, the proposed system is the best when the SNR is no more than 0dB. However, the results of the proposed system are poorer than reference [22] 's system. In the simulation of T1 code, reference [30] 's system has the best performance, but our system is close to the reference [30] 's system. For T2 and T3 codes, the RSR of our system, the reference [22] 's system and the reference [30] 's system are alike. For T4 code, the proposed system of this paper is the best when the SNR is no more than 0dB. On the contrary, the proposed system of this paper and the system of the reference [30] both have superior performance and similarly RSR. However, as for T1-T4 codes, the recognition results of the reference [12] 's system are not ideal, most of T1-T4 codes cannot be recognized very well.
Finally, as show in Fig.13 , the overall RSR is higher than the other three systems, and the RSR of the proposed system in this paper is more than 95% when the SNR increases from −6dB to 4dB. Especially, comparing with the reference [22] 's system and the reference [30] 's system, the RSR of this paper's system has been at least raised by 6.5% when the SNR no more than 0dB. Moreover, the overall recognition performance of this paper is obviously superior to the reference [12] 's system.
D. EXPERIMENT WITH ROBUSTNESS
To verify the stability of the recognition system, the robustness of the proposed recognition system of this paper is explored with different training samples. In this section, we set 200 label samples for testing. And the size of the training samples varies from 200 to 1000 and the interval is 200. Meanwhile, the simulation will be done with the condition of SNR = −6dB, −2dB, 4dB. The simulation results demonstrate in Fig.14 .
As shown in Fig.14 , the RSR is positively correlated with the number of training samples. The RSR increases obviously with the increasing of training samples. However, when the number of training samples is greater than 600, the RSR will not obviously increase with the number of training samples and tends to be stable. Moreover, when the SNR is high, we can achieve a higher RSR with a very small number of training samples. On the contrary, when the SNR is no more than −2dB, the RSR fluctuates greatly with the number of samples, and the system stability is weak. Besides, in the process of testing the robustness of the system under different samples, the signal's parameters of training samples are generated randomly. And the classifier is SVM, which has strong generalization ability. Combining with the simulation results of Fig.14 , it can be demonstrated that the recognition system is appropriate for small samples recognition of radar signal and has certain generalization ability.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a radar signal modulation recognition technology based on image fusion and feature fusion, which can recognize twelve different modulation signals. The recognition system is built on feature extraction of fused images. Fusion images are obtained by fusion algorithm of non-multiscale decomposition, which realizes information complementation and redundant information elimination between T-F images. In addition, the features of fused images are extracted by transfer learning based AlexNet and self-training based SAE. Besides, extracted features are processed by multifeature fusion algorithm, which reduces the computational complexity and enhances the recognition effect. The performance of the recognition technology is verified by a large number of Monte Carlo simulations. When SNR is −6dB, the overall RSR can reach up to 95.5%, and the recognition technology shows good robustness. In addition, the application of deep network to radar signal recognition has improved in feature extraction, RSR and adaptive learning, which has certain theoretical significance and practical application value for electronic reconnaissance receiver. However, this paper does not study the situation of multi-signals. In the future, we will plan to use the deep network to recognize multi-signals for greater application value. 
